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TOPIC 3: Marketing
You work as a junior trainer at 
a European marketing company 
based in Vienna. Your company 
also offers marketing courses to 
individuals and small companies. 
The working language in your 
company is English. 

Individual Long Turn ( Attachment 1)

One lesson of the course is dedicated to presenting new ways 
of marketing. As you are a specialist in the field of “experiential 
 marketing“, you are asked to inform the participants about it. 

In you presentation:

 Q outline the principles of “experiential marketing”;

 Q demonstrate its success by giving some examples;

 Q suggest some new experiential marketing ideas to promote a new fashion label.

Interaction ( Attachment 2)

After your presentation you are engaged in a general discussion with the marketing assistant.

In the discussion:

 Q evaluate the effectiveness of the different marketing channels;

 Q choose the marketing channels most appealing for young people;

 Q state reasons for your choice.

Attachment 1 | Marketing

Situation
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Task 2
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Experiential marketing

Marketing Agency
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Some very cool examples of experiential marketing

Samsung

Red Bull Stratos

Sensodyne
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Game of Thrones

UK store sleepover

Doc McStuffin’s check up clinic
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Attachment 2 | Marketing

“TV advertising will be only a third as effective as it was in 1990 due to increasing 
advertising costs and dramatic reduction in viewing figures.” McKinsey and Co.
The saturation of conventional media channels has led to the reduced effectiveness of 
 traditional promotional methods. Consumers are becoming immune to advertising by fast 
forwarding through TV adverts using their hard disc recorders, blocking or ignoring internet 
banner advertising, and failing to hear the constant bombardment of marketing messages 
they encounter throughout their daily lives.
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